
Ipromise that this will be the final column
about REGION for a long time. With the
discussion this month of a simple ISPF

tool to dynamically display a TSO/E session’s
ever-changing REGION, I believe I will have
just about covered this subject to the point
of exhaustion.

I would also like to mention that while a
TSO/E session is somewhat different than say,
a vanilla batch job, in general, the REGION
parameter works the same everywhere under
z/OS. TSO/E sessions might have a few more
exit-originated restrictions than normal batch
work. That’s all. 

IHALDA EXTRACTION

In July 2005, I wrote a column that featured
a small, callable COBOL routine that extracts
and returns five critical values from a z/OS
control block known as the Local Data Area
(DSECT IHALDA). The COBOL program
was deliberately kept vanilla so that it could
be called from any environment that needed
such information—TSO/E, batch, CICS, CA-
IDMS—whatever. This month, I will present a
TSO/ISPF dialog that calls this IHALDA
extraction program. 

THE SHOWMEM DIALOG

The dialog consists of only two ISPF components, plus the callable
IHALDA COBOL extraction program named CLCCSTOR. The two
ISPF components are:

▼ A COBOL program (SHOWMEM) that prepares and displays a
pop-up panel

▼ The pop-up panel itself (SHOWMEMP)

That’s it. The only real advantage that the SHOWMEM dialog pro-
vides over something like ISPVCALL STATUS is that it is dynamic
with respect to the way it refreshes the REGION values. In other words,
a press of the enter key at its pop-up panel will cause the displayed

numbers to change if there has been any actual change to storage—
used or freed.

The entire file of source code is available for download at
www.naspa.com. It is in plain ASCII text format suitable for upload to
a mainframe. It is maintained in IEBUPDTE format, even as a plain
text file in ASCII.

ACTIVATING THE DIALOG

All that is required to use the dialog is to place the panel named
SHOWMEMP into either an installation panel library (allocated to ISP-
PLIB) or a LIBDEF panel library and then compile and link both
COBOL programs into a load library that is accessible to your TSO/E
session. This could be an ISPLLIB PDS, one added via the TSOLIB
command or even a STEPLIB or LINKLIST load library.
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This view shows the REGION amounts in kilobyte format—rounded to “K” (1,024) bytes. Additional display formats are B
(Bytes) and M (Megabytes). 24-Bit and 31-Bit values are kept in separate columns with the REGION value from logon
appearing to the far right, all by itself.

FIGURE 1: THE POP-UP PANEL DISPLAYED BY THE SHOWMEM DIALOG.
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Once activated, the dialog is invoked by
issuing: TSO SHOWMEM from anywhere in
ISPF. It will pop-up the panel with all of the
REGION numbers displayed and just sit there.
FIGURE 1 shows how the pop-up looks after
entering TSO SHOWMEM as a command at
the ISPF main menu.

WATCHING THE
NUMBERS CHANGE

To actually see the values change as you go
about your work in ISPF, you will need to do
things that cause additional storage to be used
and/or freed. I suggest issuing the START
command and launching a few edit sessions—
large and small—on the new screens made
available via START.

Then, return to the screen where the
SHOWMEM pop-up is displayed and simply
press the Enter key. This will cause the num-
bers to be refreshed with the latest values. 

For the most granularity, you might want to
set the Display As value to B (Bytes). This set-
ting displays the storage amounts as fully edited integer numbers. M
(or Megabytes) is the least granular, rounding to increments of 100K as
a single decimal place. 

WHY COBOL INSTEAD OF REXX?

Why did I decide to use COBOL instead of REXX for the SHOWMEM
dialog function? “Editing” is about as good of an answer as I can provide. I
wanted to be able to vary the way the numbers were displayed—as B, K or
M—and I just found it easier to use the COBOL editing features to do this. 

FIGURE 2 shows the portion of the COBOL program SHOWMEM
that is setting up and then doing the display of the panel. 

The routine named 1000-Check-Display-Format is performed inside
the main “Perform Until” loop that is displaying the pop-up. This
ensures that if the ISPF user changes the value, the new value will be
immediately picked up and the display will match what the user entered.

Ironically, there is more code in the 1000-Check-Display-Format
than there is in the rest of the program. If I were content to always have
a Byte format display, I could slash the size of the program by more
than half. But no, I want the flexibility of multiple display formats. 

CONCLUSION

As a bit of a review, recall that to navigate between the many “split”
screens that ISPF now allows (up to a maximum of 32, typically
defaulted to eight) you need to use the SWAP function. Either enter:

▼ SWAP LIST (and select the screen you want to go to)
▼ SWAP n (where n is the screen number)
▼ SWAP {NEXT/PREV}
▼ SWAP screen-name

These techniques are all documented in the ISPF tutorial. I suggest
using the index if you need to read more about SWAP: Enter the IBM

ISPF tutorial via HELP, enter I <enter> and then S <enter>. You enter
S because SWAP begins with the letter “S”. 

Use the SHOWMEM dialog to find out:

▼ How much additional storage is required for each new “split”
screen—both 24 and 31 bit.

▼ How much storage is required to edit certain large files.
▼ How much storage is consumed by large ISPF applications (IOF

or SDSF) on a particular screen.
▼ What your default region for TSO/E sessions is (logon with a

blank size).

It would also be a fairly easy task to write a CICS (or IDMS-DC or
IMS-DC) front-end to the CLCCSTOR program that would provide
the same sort of display in these environments that SHOWMEM, the
ISPF front-end, does in ISPF.

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of Concentrated Logic
Corporation, a Glendale Heights, IL-based software development firm spe-
cializing in TSO/ISPF/PDF and database design.
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The program named CLCCSTOR is the vanilla IHALDA subroutine that returns the storage values. Only when the END (or
RETURN) command is issued at the SHOWMEMP panel will this “Perform Until” loop be exited.

Perform Until Pf3-Pressed                                    
Call Clccstor Using Return-Storage-Values                  
Move Max-24-Bit-Value   To Max-24                          
Move Used-24-Bit-Value  To Used-24                         
Move Max-31-Bit-Value   To Max-31                          
Move Used-31-Bit-Value  To Used-31                         
Move Region-Value       To Region-Size                     
Compute Available-24 =                                     
(Max-24-Bit-Value - Used-24-Bit-Value)                   
Move Available-24       To Avail-24                        
Compute Available-31 =                                     
(Max-31-Bit-Value - Used-31-Bit-Value)                   
Move Available-31       To Avail-31                        
Perform 1000-Check-Display-Format Thru 1000-Exit           
Call Isplink            Using Addpop                       
Call Isplink            Using Display-It Main-Panel        
Move Return-Code        To Ispf-Talking-To-Me              
Call Isplink            Using Rempop                       
Call Isplink            Using Vput Display-Flag Profpool   

End-Perform.                                                 

Goback.

FIGURE 2: COBOL CODE THAT SETS UP AND THEN DISPLAYS THE ISPF PANEL NAMED
SHOWMEMP.


